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Abstract: In this paper, a systematic literature review on the impact of fisheries on the economy and
the application of the computable general equilibrium (CGE) and input–output (IO) methods for
assessing this impact is conducted. The importance of fisheries as a food source, the over exploitation
of this resource, and, consequently, the impact of fisheries on the economy are the motivations behind
this study. By reviewing the applications of two of the most common economic modelling tools, we
aim to shine light on the state of the art and how the impact of fisheries on the economy has been
addressed in the literature. In this analysis, three main themes of socio-economic, ecological, and
environmental have been identified, and the application of these methods in each theme has been
considered. The results show that while IO methods continue to be applied in the literature, the CGE
method has experienced increased application recently, and future applications are anticipated due
to its enhanced capabilities in comparison with IO models.

Keywords: input–output models; fishery management; CGE models; regional economy; economic
modelling; sustainable development

1. Introduction

The fishery sector is one of the important contributors to coastal economies, with
significant economic, political, social, and environmental effects within the regional econ-
omy. The fisheries are part of the wider economy of a region and involve a number of
different industries and agents who facilitate the flow of products between producers and
consumers. The interaction of the fishery industry with the economy could be illustrated
as a flow involving several stages as following: (i) variety of fish products is produced
by the primary fishery industry, (ii) the market intermediaries (i.e., wholesale and retail
traders, processors, and brokers) will facilitate the movement of this production amongst
households, processing industries, or forward-linked industries and export, (iii) fishers
and forward-linked industries draw input from manufacturing and service industry or
backward-linked industries, and (iv) governments and households are the key sectors that
interact with the three industry category and connect these industries to the economy [1].

In an open fishery access model, the fisheries are common property resources for which
the right to catch fish is available to all without restriction or regulation [2]. However, given
the fishers’ behaviour to maximize gains, overexploitation and environmental degradation,
including depletion of fish population and the risk of extinction, would pose a threat from
a sustainability perspective, which could also lead to negative economic consequences for
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the region. As stated by [3], “It has been recognized for over 50-years that the root cause of
the economic problem in capture fisheries management lies in their traditional common
property nature and the resulting open access/near open access fisheries.”

From an economic standpoint, the maximum economic yield (MEY) in fisheries is
defined as the point that generates the greatest margin of aggregate revenue over cost
which incentivises others to enter the fisheries until the net benefit becomes zero, occurring
at a point called Open Access Equilibrium (OAE). However, since OAE usually happens at
levels of fishing effort greater than that required for maximum sustainable yield, it could
often exhibit overfishing, resulting in potential economic impact on the economy of the
region [4].

On the other hand, in a regulated open access model, such as the fisheries regulated
under the European Common Fisheries Policy (CFP), fisheries are regulated via different
measures, such as gear restrictions, seasonal restrictions, and total allowable catch [5]. Such
measures are executed via state control, forms of co-management, and community-based
management or privatisation. Nonetheless, these top-down management measures could
also lead to poor results and dissatisfaction amongst fishers due to lack of transparency and
prioritisation of the environmental objectives over criteria such as fisheries’ profit and local
employment in the region [6]. Apart from the governance of fisheries (regulated or non-
regulated), other external factors affect the fisheries; these factors include (i) environmental
factors, such as climate change, (ii) ecological factors, such as changes in the fish biomass,
and (iii) socio-economic factors, such as introduction of a new industry within the region.

Fisheries are often related to other sectors within the economy and can be divided into
primary fishery sector (wild capture/aquaculture) and secondary fishery sector (processing
and packaging, storage, transportation, etc.). To analyze the interdependence of these
sectors and quantify the economic impacts of these sectors on each other and the wider
economy, the economic models could determine measures, such as the cross-sectoral linkage
effect, the employment induced effect, the production inducing effect, and supply shortage
effects.

Therefore, the assessment of the impact of fisheries on the economy in light of the
aforementioned factors becomes an important issue. In this paper, we present a literature
review to consider the application of two well-known economic analysis tools, namely
the input–output (IO) and computable general equilibrium (CGE) models, in quantifying
and understanding the impact of interactions of fisheries within the regional/national
economy. Although a significant amount of the literature is devoted to the assessment
of the economy-wide impact of the fishery sector using IO and CGE methods, there is a
paucity of recent systematic literature reviews on the application of these economic models
in this sector, and the latest survey dates back to the year 2006 [7].

This study fills the gap by providing a comparative analysis and a literature survey on
the aforementioned two well-known tools of economic systems modelling in terms of their
assessment of the contribution of the fishery sector to the regional development covering
the studies in the period between the years 2000 and 2020. The original contribution of this
study is to characterize relevant studies in this domain and identify the current state of the
art in the application of IO and CGE methods to assess the impact of the fishery sector on
the economy, elaborate the strengths and weaknesses of these methods, and anticipate their
future applications for the sector given the threat of overexploitation of marine resources.
A systematic review will be more successful when the methodology is applied to a clearly
defined research question on issues where a review seems sensible [8].

In this study, the following research questions are identified:

1. What are the main application categories of the CGE and IO methods to assess the
impact of fisheries on the economy?

2. Which type of criteria has been used in each method?
3. What are the future trends in the application of CGE and input–output methods in

the fishery sector?
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The remainder of this article is organised as following. In Section 2, the literature
search process is explained. In Section 3, the theoretical backgrounds of these methods
and the survey of the literature regarding the application of these methods in the fishery
sector is provided, followed by discussion of the results. Lastly, in Section 4, the study
is concluded by summarizing the results and suggestions into the future direction of the
application of models for assessment of the impact of fisheries on the economy.

2. Literature Review

In the remainder of this section, the process of conducting the literature survey related
to each method are provided.

Literature Search

Studies that have used the computable general equilibrium or input–output models in
the fishery sector were identified using the search strings presented in Table 1 by using Web
of Science, Scopus, and Science Direct, which are international indexed electronic databases
(the asterisk is used as a truncation symbol).

Table 1. Search strings for literature review.

Search Strings
“Input output (IO) model ∗ fisheries”; “Input output (IO) model ∗ fisheries management”; “Input

output (IO) model ∗ fisheries ∗ regional economy”

“Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) ∗ Fisheries”; “Computable General Equilibrium (CGE)
∗ Fisheries ∗ management”; “Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) ∗ Fisheries ∗ regional

economy”; “economic modelling ∗ fisheries”

The inclusion criteria were as following:

• Included studies must address the application of CGE or IO models in fisheries.
• Included studies must be quantitative.
• Included studies must have been published in the period 2000–2020.
• Included studies must be peer-reviewed; hence, reports, conference papers, and grey

literature were excluded.

A total of 52 original articles were retrieved and analysed for this study, and from
each original article, the following seven items of information were recorded: author, year,
journal information, type of model, type of species, location, and research theme. It should
be noted that although this survey may not be exhaustive of all the literature (such as
reports and grey literature), every attempt was made to include all the peer-reviewed
published articles which used the CGE and IO method in the fishery sector. Figure 1 shows
the process of literature review for analysing the studies used in this review article.

On the basis of the information regarding the research themes, three main categories,
in which the CGE and IO models were applied, are identified. These categories are
(i) socio-economic, (ii) ecological, and (iii) environmental. In the socio-economic category,
the studies that have assessed factors related to social and economic policy making, such
as assessing the impact of policy measures, including new policy regulations, subsidies,
and quota levels, on the fisheries are considered. In the ecological category, studies that
have considered marine ecosystem modelling with a combination of economic models
are considered. In the environmental category, studies that have considered the impact of
climate change (including ocean acidification, sea level rise, and global warming) on the
fisheries are considered. The identification of the categories is also important in determining
the trends in the application of the models.
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3. Literature Review on the Application of IO and CGE Methods in Fisheries

In this section, a theoretical background of each method, followed by the application
of these methods, in the fishery sector is presented.

3.1. Input–Output Approach

The input–output models traditionally are built with the Leontief demand-driven
approach to derive the quantitative impact of a change in final demands on the whole econ-
omy. The input–output analysis is considered an accepted and standard method to model
an economy’s structural relationships due to its clear presentation of quantitative interde-
pendence and operational convenience [9]. The input–output tables that are constructed
for this model provide the economic data to answer questions regarding the interactions
among various sectors in an economy for a given period of time. In the input–output
table, the data are related to the transactions among sectors (e.g., agriculture and mining,
food, and leisure industry) as well as the sales made to a category, referred to as final
demand (e.g., households, government, and export). The model typically assumes that
under constant prices, each sector uses a Leontief production technology to produce a
specific product to meet final demand. Let a column set of intermediate and primary input
coefficients represent a sector’s Leontief technology, then there exists a material balance
among total, intermediate, and final outputs in a multi-sector economy such that

X = AX + Y (1)

where X and Y are column vectors of total outputs and final demands, respectively, and
A is the square matrix of technical coefficients defined as the shares of all sectors’ products
in a sector’s production.

In the case that total outputs are endogenous and final outputs are exogenous, solving
for X results in the Leontief model:

X = (I − A)−1Y (2)
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where I is a unit diagonal matrix and is conventionally called the Leontief inverse, which
measures total direct and indirect impacts of a change in final demands on total outputs of
the sectors.

Leontief initially developed the input–output analysis during the 1930s [10]. The
single-region input–output method is based on the simple but fundamental notion that the
production of output requires inputs, and IO is grounded in the technological relations
of production based on measurable quantities that are empirically verifiable. Assuming
access to relevant information, the input–output linkages that exist within an economy can
be neatly formalised by constructing a transaction table (or flow matrix), which records
all the production flows occurring within the country’s or regional economy during a
specific year. On the one hand, in the multiregional IO model, the economic system is
described in terms of interdependent industries and several interrelated regions. Each
region’s output is defined as combined outputs of economic activities carried on within its
geographic boundaries, while its input consists of the direct inputs of these industries and
the goods and service absorbed directly by the final demand sector of that region [11]. For
example, the seafood industry in a fishing town could depend heavily on the commodities
(inputs) produced in the other regions, such as plastic and packaging products, fishing
gear and equipment, and boat engines. Furthermore, once the fish is landed, it may be
transported to other regions for processing, causing an interdependence among different
regions. Therefore, in such cases, interregional IO models are better suited to assess the
economic impact of fisheries.

Since Leontief’s pioneer works, the input–output technique has been used in a wide
range of applications, including the assessment of technological change, natural resources,
and international trade [12]. In particular, this technique can be used for predicting
the consequences of any planned or potential changes in the demand for the region’s
output [11,13,14].

One of the most important extensions of the input–output analysis is the social ac-
counting matrix (SAM) approach, which is a statistical representation of the entire circular
flows of a market economy, a framework developed by [15], but in the spirit of the pro-
duction relationships of input–output models. Unlike the input–output matrix, a SAM is
a square matrix, with the rows and columns representing all transactions among every
type of economic agent in a country. Therefore, as for the input–output matrices, the major
usefulness of the SAM approach is that it brings together the accounts of various economic
agents whose behaviour is to be examined in a consistent framework.

Limits and Drawbacks of Input–Output Models

From a theoretical perspective, although input–output analysis is a valuable technique,
it is not free of problems. The input–output models consist of only linear equations,
exogenous final demands, and endogenous outputs, and they assume fixed prices and lack
a clear description of the behaviour of individual agents [16]. Another serious obstacle is
the high cost of collecting the data to construct the transaction table. In practice, it is often
necessary to undertake sample surveys of firms. Because of this cost, non-survey methods
are usually used for ‘filling in’ the transaction table. The most popular non-survey approach
is to use technical relationships among industries calculated for national input–output
models. The use of national technical coefficients in regional models, however, is fraught
with difficulties since production techniques are likely to vary among regions [17].

Input–output tables are produced for a single specific period of time, such as a calendar
year. If production techniques are changing through time (innovation and technological
changes) or if the pattern of inter-industry linkages is sensitive to changes in the relative
price of inputs, the model may quickly become redundant as a forecasting tool. Although
various advanced mathematical methods exist for updating and forecasting the technical
relationships among industries, these methods are still of uncertain values, and the input–
output analyst is often forced to adopt ad hoc procedures. One method, known as the ex
ante technique, utilises the knowledge and judgment of a team of experts for each industry.
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A further drawback of the input–output approach is that the technical relationship among
industries assumes that all industries exhibit constant returns to scale (a doubling of outputs
requires a doubling of inputs) [16]. This assumption is restrictive, but it is necessary in the
absence of information on the returns to scale in individual industries.

3.2. Applications of the Input–Output Model in the Fishery Sector

The linear Leontief input and output methodologies are commonly used to assess how
the potential changes within resource management may affect specific industry sectors
as well as the overall regional economy. Input–output analysis allows for the tracing of
forward and backward linkage of a sector to the rest of the economy. Traditional fishery
management IO models usually consider demand-driven exogenous changes caused by
management policies. However, some fishery management policies, such as creating marine
protected areas, are supply-driven changes, and, therefore, output-based and supply-driven
IO methods are used in such scenarios [18]. In the remainder of this section, the studies
using the IO method in the fishery sector are analysed and classified into IO models and
SAM models.

3.2.1. Application of Input–Output Models for Assessing the Impact of Socio-Economic
Factors on Fisheries

Assessment of socio-economic changes is one of the most important aspects in fishery
management and developing management policies. Issues such as subsidies, level of quota,
and new regulations can have an impact on the fisheries and the wider regional or national
economy, and input–output models are used to assess the impact of such changes on the
wider economy, including employment and social welfare.

IO Models

Demand-driven and supply-driven IO models have been widely used in the literature
in areas including the economic impact of catch reallocation [19], output reduction [20],
fishery entry regulations [1] (Bhat & Bhatta, 2006), increase in catch size [21], aquaculture
development [22,23], individual fishing quota program and annual fishing quota [24–26],
impact of fisheries on the economy [27–32], bycatch [33], and coastal area development [34].

Multiregional IO models have also been applied to assess economic impact within
various regions, including the work of [35–37] on the economic impact of recreational
fisheries and [38] on the economic contribution of charter fishing.

SAM Models

As an extension to the IO model, the SAM method have also been applied in the
literature, especially for assessing the multi-regional economic impacts. The study by [39]
extended the analysis from the input–output system into a supply-driven SAM framework
to measure the economic impacts of TAC regulation of hake on the Galician economy. The
advantage of their approach is to internalize the income distribution, consumption, and
employment factors. Another study [40] applied a multi-regional SAM method to measure
the multiregional economic contribution of the Alaska fishing fleet, with linkage to the
internal markets using employment and income as the outputs. Seung [41] applied the
multi-regional SAM to assess the economic impact of reduction of salmon harvest in Alaska.
They showed that the salmon fishery failure had significant adverse economic impacts
on the region, and the disaster relief program offered by the government mitigated only
a small portion of the adverse impacts. Another work [36] quantified and compared the
economic contribution of two alternative methods of producing fish, aquaculture and wild
fisheries, in Gyeong-Nam province, Korea, using the SAM method.

3.2.2. Application of IO for Assessing the Impact of Ecological Factors on Fisheries

The intertwined nature of economy and ecology in the fishery sector leads to economic–
ecologic models which combine information and results from each discipline in a single
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cohesive model. Hoagland et al. [42] developed an economic–ecological model via merging
the IO model of a coastal economy with a model of marine food web with a case application
in New England, U.S.A. Their model simulated the economic impact of changes in primary
production in the ecosystem on final demands for fishery products. Steinback et al. [43]
applied the IO model to examine the biological and economic impact of reductions in the
level of effort for the southern new England lobster fishery. Their results showed that
reduction in effort could potentially improve the sustainability of lobster resource and
stimulate economic growth in the coastal economy. Kaplan and Leonard [44] combined a
fishery ecosystem model with the IO model that traces how changes in seafood landing
impact the broader economy in the U.S. west coast region under different scenarios. Based
on their results, each policy option involves trade-offs between economics and conservation
of the resources. Wang et al. [45] developed an integrated ecological–economic–social
model for marine fishery management in the Pearl River estuary using the Ecopath and
SAM methods. In their model, the impact was assessed by varying fishing efforts for four
scenarios, including status quo management, fishing effort reduction policy, fishing gear
switch policy, and summer closure extension policy. Fay et al. [46] linked the Atlantis
ecosystem model to an input–output regional economic model and assessed the economic
impact of change in the fishing effort via different scenarios in the Northeast U.S.

3.2.3. Application of IO for Assessing the Impact of Environmental Factors on Fisheries

The oceans are experiencing warming, acidification, eutrophication, and other changes
that are modifying marine ecosystems [47]. Therefore, possible physical and biological
effects of climate change on the natural resources is one of the major research themes in
the input–output literature in the fisheries. The multi-fleet, multispecies ECONMULT
model and demand-driven IO method were applied in the study by [48] to examine the
potential effects of global warming on the Barents Sea fisheries, and the implications for
the North Norwegian economy were applied taking into account changes in the catches,
profitability, employment, and income generation of Barents Sea fisheries. Lopez [49] used
projected catches for a demand-driven IO model of the Australian economy to determine
the flow on effects of climate change affecting lobster fisheries. Hodgson [50] combined the
Atlantis model with the IO model to assess the impact of ocean acidification on a number of
North American coastlines. Their results suggested that vulnerable species (e.g., calcifying
invertebrates) and their predators decline the most, resulting in decline in revenue.

3.3. The Computable General Equilibrium Method

Computable general equilibrium models are based on the theory of general equilib-
rium that draws on the main concepts of market clearing and neoclassical micro-economic
optimisation behaviour of rational and homogenous economic agents [51]. In contrast to
input–output models, in CGE models, the behaviour of individual agents is identified, and
labour, capital, and often composites of intermediate goods are substitutable. Furthermore,
markets are connected, and the models capture a multitude of simultaneous interaction ef-
fects [52]. The primary data sources for the CGE model are national accounts, input–output
tables, as well as data on taxes, income, and expenditure.

Most CGE models are based on social accounts, explicitly incorporate resource con-
straints, allow for input substitution, and have a strong price–quantity integration, and
they can tackle a broader set of issues than most IO models [12]. As an alternative to
the input–output model, the computable general equilibrium model takes into account
structural adaptations of an economy to changes in one or more economic components
and allows for substitution of inputs, outputs, and trade effects in the event of economic
uncertainty [53]. The CGE modelling is fully based on general equilibrium theory and,
thus, regarded as being part of mainstream economics. The formalization of the general
equilibrium structure of the CGE models can be traced to [54] on proof of the existence of
the general equilibrium, Johansen [55] on the first CGE model that allowed substitution
between factors, and the theoretical work of Scarf [56]. The other main contributions of CGE
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or AGE (applied general equilibrium) modelling include nonexclusively and [57,58] on tax
and trade policy. CGE models represent an extension to classical equilibrium analytical
models through being mostly policy-driven and providing numerical solutions to large
multi-sectoral models [51].

Limits and Drawbacks of CGE

The most frequent weakness of CGE models is their lack of empirical validation, in
the sense that usually there is no measure of the degree to which the model fits the data or
tracks the historical facts. The heavy dependence on calibration data, in addition to their
parametrization being based on observations of the economic systems at a particular time,
could weaken their predictive power [59].

CGE models are based on parameter values estimated independently and are generally
calibrated to a single data point, which is chosen to represent a situation close to general
equilibrium. Because of the assumption of general equilibrium, which is seldom observed in
all of the markets simultaneously, the results of the model do not pretend to forecast reality
but rather indicate long-term tendencies, around which the economy will fluctuate [51].

Another drawback of the CGE method is how the technological changes are modelled.
The technological changes are modelled by altering the exogenous productivity factors
and/or constant elasticity of substitution, leading to the technology considered exogenous
or static, both of which are unrealistic assumption in real-world application [60].

3.4. The CGE Models of Fisheries

CGE modelling has become a widely used tool for analysis of environmental policy
and natural resources management since the start of 1990s [61]. In a study by [7], input–
output, SAM, and CGE models are compared for fishery management in the U.S. They find
that although none of the models can be singly applicable for analysing all types of fishery
policy and management issues, the CGE models seem to have more advantages over the
input–output and SAM models for fisheries. Furthermore, multi-regional and intra-country
CGE models are suitable tools to deal with shared natural resources since the fisheries in
many countries are shared among multiple regions or countries (e.g., the European Union).

Similar to the previous section, the applications of CGE identified in this review
can be categorised into three main groups of (i) socio-economic, (ii) ecological, and
(iii) environmental, and in each category, CGE and dynamic CGE methods are identi-
fied. In the remainder of this section different studies that have used the CGE method,
are examined based on this categorisation. Although in some studies these areas overlap,
this categorisation is beneficial in identifying the applications of CGE in a more structured
manner.

3.4.1. Application of CGE for Assessing the Impact of Socio-Economic Factors on Fisheries

The assessment of socio-economic impact of the fisheries has been one of the active
research areas in the application of CGE. In this domain, the assessment of regional impact
in terms of profitability [62], supply and demand shocks [63,64], social welfare [65,66], the
effects of subsidies [67], and sustainable fishery policy [68] have been examined. Dynamic
CGE has also gained prominence and is applied in studies assessing the elimination of
subsidies [69], and effects of the European Union’s Common Fishery policy regulations
and stock rebuilding policies [70].

3.4.2. Application of CGE for Assessing the Impact of Ecological Factors on Fisheries

There is another group of fisheries economic models that simulate both economic and
ecological systems and integrate them together, using general equilibrium theory [71–73].
Tschirhart [74] applied the CGE to assess the predator–prey relations in Eastern Bering
Sea. Jin et al. [75] applied the CGE to develop an integrated economic and ecological
framework for ecosystem-based fishery management with a case application in New
England, U.S.A. Wang et al. [76] developed a CGE model, which is connected to an Ecopath
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with Ecosim model, which could simulate the dynamics of an ecosystem. Their model
aimed to investigate how different scenarios of fishing effort and catch management
simulations result in different states of the socio-economic and ecosystem structure. The
results showed that the output control policy has the most positive effect on ecosystem
restoration and can increase overall social welfare.

3.4.3. Application of CGE for Assessing the Impact of Environmental Factors on Fisheries

Changes in the natural resources caused by climate change can have direct impact
on the economies dependent on natural resources. CGE models are able to quantify the
effects of these changes on the economy [61]. It is suggested that the ecosystem follows the
general equilibrium theory, and prices drive species to compete for survival. However, it
should be noted that while these systems may possess some general equilibrium features
but are different from standard, SAM-based, multi-sector general equilibrium models, they
are, thus, limited in providing economic insights [77]. Seung [78] combined a stock yield
projection model with CGE to study the regional economic impacts of climate change on
the Eastern Bering Sea Pollock in Alaska, U.S.A. They also evaluated alternative policies
for managing the Pollock fishery with climate change by applying CGE [79]. Nong [77]
applied the CGE model to examine the impact of the wild-catch fishery decline due to
climate change in major producing countries in Southeast Asia and South America, with
a focus on the food Industry. Das et al. [80] applied the CGE for determining the impact
of climate change on the fisheries in two Indian deltas, and their result showed that the
increase in the temperature caused loss of fish productivity and the need for improved
management plans to mitigate the negative impacts. Seung et al. [81] applied a dynamic
CGE for assessing the impact of climate change on red king crab in Bristol Bay, Alaska.
Dynamic CGE is applied in a study by [82] to assess the sectoral and regional economic
consequence of climate change up to the year 2060 on natural resources, including changes
in fishery catches. Their results showed that damages are projected to rise twice as fast as
global economic activity, with damages from sea level rise growing most rapidly after the
middle of the century.

3.5. Challenges in Application of IO and CGE Method in Fisheries

Amongst the weaknesses of the IO models is the price rigidity (i.e., fixed price assump-
tion) and the assumption that no substitution is allowed between factors in production
or commodities in consumption [7]. Furthermore, most IO studies of fisheries use the
demand-driven IO model; however, fishery management measures are typically concerned
with supply constraints, such as changes in total allowable catch and seasonal and area
closures [18]. Therefore, demand-driven IO models may not capture the chain of effects,
especially if it is not known how much final demand for seafood will change as a result of
the change in supply [7].

In order to address these weaknesses, the econometric model is combined with the IO
model (EC-IO). Rey [83] argued that this combination has several advantages. Firstly, with
detailed inter-industry relationships specified in the IO portion of the integrated model,
the EC-IO model had better forecasting performance. Secondly, integrated models had
improved impact analysis features and were able to generate the time paths of the effects
of policy impacts. Thirdly, since the econometric part in the integrated model was typically
estimated on the basis of regional data, the integrated model could be used to reduce the
bias of secondary data-type IO models, which were a result of the regionalization of a
national IO model [83].

In comparison with IO models, CGE models overcome the price rigidity limitation
and allow price variations, which allows for the incorporation of substitution effects in
production and consumption. However, Soderbaum [84] argues that the conventional
neo-classical approach of CGE, which extends established liberal concepts, such as supply
and demand forces, market equilibrium, profit and utility maximisations, and monetary
valuation, to address ecological challenges, encompass a mechanistic and reductionist
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approach. It is suggested that this approach may fail to appropriately account for the
institutional arrangements, ethical concerns, and the developmental needs of a society.
General equilibrium models lie on the foundation of maximisation and rationality; however,
these models may be insufficient to depict socio-economic realities and may not be fully
applicable for sustainability policy appraisal [85]. Furthermore, a steady state equilibrium,
an inherent assumption in CGE models, may hardly be reached since fisheries are often
grounded in instability and subject to never-ending change and dynamic disequilibrium
forces.

Currently, some environmental challenges threaten the fisheries, and their impact has
rarely been taken into account in the IO and CGE literature. Problems—such as the effects
of measures (including landing obligation, bycatch, and choke species) and the impact
of trace metal contamination, temperature increase, pollution, and parasitism and how
they may affect the fisheries—have not been captured using the aforementioned methods.
Therefore, in the context of fishery management policies and assessment, integrated IO
models and dynamic CGE models may be suited to fully tackle the uncertain nature of
biological, ecological, and socio-economic changes occurring within the fisheries system.

3.6. Analyses of the Literature

The summary of the literature survey on the application of input–output and CGE
models in fisheries is shown in Figure 2, which illustrates the breakdown of the studies
in each method in each of the three predefined categories. For the IO method, 71% of
the studies are in the socio-economic category, 19% are in ecological category, and 10%
are in the environmental category. For the CGE method, 57% of the studies are in the
socio-economic category, 19% are in the ecological category, and 24% in the environmental
category. Thus, the socio-economic area continues to be one of the most common domains
of applications, as shown in Figure 2, which is due to the wide acceptability and practicality
of these methods and their ability to capture the inter- and intra-region economic linkages
and assess the effects of socio-economic indexes within a region. These models are also able
to be successfully combined with ecosystem modelling to assess the effect of ecological and
biological changes in the fisheries and how they impact the wider economy. Furthermore,
the surge in the number of studies using these models to assess the impact of environmental
factors, such as climate change, on the fisheries and the wider economy has become one
of the major applications in the recent years, which shows the ability of these models to
handle a range of complex relationships. Furthermore, dynamic CGE has found its way
in the literature and is being applied in a number of studies, particularly in assessing the
impact of range of environmental issues, such as the impact of climate change, by helping
policy-makers focus on the cost of specific environmental policy measure.
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Figures 3 and 4 show the number of studies and geographical spread of the studies.
Single-region models are more prevalent, and both IO and CGE methods have been used
more frequently in the U.S.A. compared with other regions.
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Figure 5 shows the number of the studies by year using input–output and CGE
models, both models have been applied increasingly since the year 2000, and since 2010,
their application increased significantly, with IO models being applied more in the literature.
Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of articles by journal.
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4. Conclusions

This survey of the literature reviews the current state of the art of the applications of IO
and CGE methods in the fishery sector in the peer-reviewed studies published during the
period from 2000 to 2020. This paper identifies three main application categories for each
method, including socio-economic, environmental, and ecological categories, and reports
on the indicators and types of models that have been used. The following conclusions can
be drawn from this study:

First, the demand driven input–output models continue to be a popular choice
amongst modellers, with socio-economic applications being the most addressed topic.
CGE models are also growing in application, and the socio-economic category is the focus
of the studies. Additionally, in comparison with IO models, CGE models are applied more
in the environmental category.

CGE models are particularly important and useful in modelling macro-economic
impacts and sectoral interactions. It could be noted from this review that IO models are
mostly used for micro-economic analysis, whereas CGE models are particularly used in
macro-economic analysis, providing an aggregated representation of the economy. For
example, CGE are used to assess the impact of range of environmental issues, such as the
impact of climate change, by helping policy-makers focus on the cost of specific environ-
mental policy measure. Furthermore, in contrast to IO models, in which only the demand
side is considered with no capacity constraints, the CGE models enable the modeler to take
into account the price movements by incorporating the supply side of the economy.

Second, the application area of the models is mostly single country (region), particu-
larly in the U.S.A. compared with other regions. Third, the study draws attention to the
limitations of each model and the suitable context for each model. For example, the data
availability and construction of the data tables is identified as one of the constraints in
modelling, with reliable data collection a key factor in successful implementation of the
models. Furthermore, the model choice depends mostly on the information needed by
the policy-makers. Single-period static models are suitable if policy-makers in the fishery
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sector seek to understand the impacts of management actions on a specified region. On
the other hand, econometrics-integrated IO and dynamic CGE may be more appropriate
where a multi-period impact analysis or analysis on the uncertainties within the system is
to be addressed.

This study aims to reveal current application areas of input–output and computable
general equilibrium methods in fisheries, elaborate their strengths and weaknesses, and
show applications for policy-making. The analysis shows that while input–output models
continue to be applied in the fishery sector as the most common method in the period
considered in this study, the CGE models are also becoming a popular method for the as-
sessment of the economy-wide impact of fisheries in recent years. The growth in prevalence
of CGE models could be due to the fact that they enable the analyst to identify general
equilibrium effects of changes in exogenous conditions that may not have been initially
obvious, i.e., the enhanced emphasis on institutions and a broader set of interactions and
the incorporation of nonlinearities and substitution possibilities in response to market
signals. Therefore, the increased application of variants of CGE in the fishery management
literature is anticipated, given the increased complexity of the fisheries and associated
management policy measures.
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